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Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui is a compilation of stories written by leading international Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology Master Trainer Joey Yap.
This collection of fun, entertaining and easy-to-read stories provides readers with a unique way to learn, explore and discover more about Classical Feng
Shui and Chinese Astrology. This revolutionary book for the Feng Shui enthusiast also teaches you simple, straightforward classical methods for improving
the Feng Shui of your home. There is also a Mailbag section, where common and popular questions about Feng Shui are authoritatively answered.
Educational, fun yet practical, this book will help you see Feng Shui in a new light and gain an appreciation for Classical Feng Shui in its true form.
Transform your home into a calm, balanced and harmonious oasis using architect Anjie Cho’s helpful advice, drawing on her background in green design
and feng shui. You don’t have to get rid of all your possessions and become an ascetic to change your space and discover the benefits that living in a
considered, organic way can bring. The easy suggestions in Holistic Spaces show you how to implement the principles of feng shui and green design in
your home. Written for the way we live today, as we move toward a more mindful approach to health, diet and the way that we choose the objects in our
homes, this is the perfect guide to help you to clear and refresh your living environment. Learn how to make every room in your home serve its highest
purpose, create eco-friendly spaces, bring nature indoors, choose colours for maximum impact, select a space for meditation practice, and overall, create a
peaceful and organic home. From the bedroom to the home office, these intuitive, straightforward tips will teach you to how improve your spaces to boost
the flow of energy through your life.
James Legge (1815-1897), was a great Scots scholar and missionary famed as a translator of the Chinese Classics when struggles between Britain and
China included two wars. It was an era of sailing ships, pirates, opium wars, the swashbuckling East India Company, cannibals eating missionaries, and
the opening of Qing China to trade and ideas. Legge was vilified by fundamentalist missionaries who disagreed with his favourable views about Chinese
culture and beliefs. He risked beheading twice while helping Chinese individuals being terrorized during the Taiping Rebellion. He became so ill from
Hong Kong fevers when only 29 that he was forced to return to the UK to save his life. Recovering, he and his three talented Chinese students attracted
such interest that they were invited to a private meeting with Queen Victoria. Legge thrived despite serious illnesses, lost five of his 11 children and both
wives to premature deaths, survived cholera epidemics, typhoons, and massive fires. He was poisoned twice in a famous scandal, helped save a sailing ship
from fire on the high seas, took in a bohemian Qing scholar on the run, foiled a bank-bombing plot, and earned enmity in the colony for providing court
testimony about translation that favoured accused Chinese men rather than the colonial authorities. Legge’s resilient responses and incredible productivity
reflected the passion he had developed at the age of 23 for understanding the culture of China. He retired to become a Fellow of Corpus Christi College
and the first Professor of Chinese.
Understand How You Approach the World While your Day Master shows you who you are, your Structure tells you about your behaviour and attitude in
relation to the world. Each book in this series focuses on one specific Structure, and provides ideal careers, job roles, and wealth paths for the Structure. In
other words, these 5 guides will provide the blueprint to knowing why some people are the way they are, and what to do to help you deal with the varied
and colourful characters in your life.
James Legge and the Chinese Classics
Flying Stars Feng Shui for Period 9
Unmasking Feng Shui
Wealth and Feng Shui Handbook
Even More Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui
How to Enhance Prosperity, Health and Relationships for the Next 20 Years

Introduces the ancient Chinese art of location and orientation, and tells how to redesign one's home
to improve comfort, security, and peace of mind
This book provides a richly documented account of the historical, cultural, philosophical and practical
dimensions of feng shui. It argues that where feng shui is entrenched educational systems have a
responsibility to examine its claims, and that this examination provides opportunities for students to
better learn about the key features of the nature of science, the demarcation of science and nonscience, the characteristics of pseudoscience, and the engagement of science with culture and
worldviews. The arguments presented for feng shui being a pseudoscience can be marshalled when
considering a whole range of comparable beliefs and the educational benefit of their appraisal. Feng
shui is a deeply-entrenched, three-millennia-old system of Asian beliefs and practices about nature,
architecture, health, and divination that has garnered a growing presence outside of Asia. It is part of
a comprehensive and ancient worldview built around belief in chi (qi) the putative universal energy or
life-force that animates all existence, the cosmos, the solar system, the earth, and human bodies.
Harmonious living requires building in accord with local chi streams; good health requires
replenishment and manipulation of internal chi flow; and a beneficent afterlife is enhanced when
buried in conformity with chi directions. Traditional Chinese Medicine is based on the proper
manipulation of internal chi by acupuncture, tai-chi and qigong exercise, and herbal dietary
supplements. Matthews has produced another tour de force that will repay close study by students,
scientists, and all those concerned to understand science, culture, and the science/culture nexus.
Harvey Siegel, Philosophy, University of Miami, USA With great erudition and even greater fluidity of
style, Matthews introduces us to this now-world-wide belief system. Michael Ruse, Philosophy, Florida
State University, USA The book is one of the best research works published on Feng Shui. Wang
Youjun, Philosophy, Shanghai Normal University, China The history is fascinating. The analysis makes
an important contribution to science literature. James Alcock, Psychology, York University, Canada
This book provides an in-depth study of Feng Shui in different periods, considering its philosophical,
historical and educational dimensions; especially from a perspective of the ‘demarcation problem’
between science and pseudoscience. Yao Dazhi, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
"Organizing individual rooms around your house according to the principles of feng shui"--Provided
by publisher
In Feng Shui Simply, Cheryl Grace digs deep into the principles of feng shui to present an exciting
new view of this age-old concept and shows that feng shui isn’t just about rearranging your furniture
or painting your walls; it goes much deeper. She opens your eyes to how feng shui can be used to
balance the energy of every part of your life—both in your external and internal environments. Grace
shows that bringing your focus to both of these worlds is a powerful way to design the life you’re
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meant to live. In these pages, Grace takes you on a journey to design your living spaces using the
classic Bagua map—a chart separating physical spaces into nine areas, each representing a different
aspect of life, such as wealth, family, and career. But perhaps more importantly, she goes one step
further, teaching you the inner work of feng shui using her own Inner Wisdom Bagua map, which
correlates the characteristics, beliefs, and attitudes that will help you flourish in each area of your
life. Sharing anecdotes from her own experience switching careers from an ESPN executive to a feng
shui consultant, as well as her clients’ success stories, Grace walks you through each area of the
standard and Inner Wisdom Bagua maps to create unique solutions for your life. She teaches you to
harness the power of your intuition to determine what’s true and important for you. And she offers
practical tools based on concepts such as Yin and Yang, the Five Elements, and the Magical Day, to
help you figure out which enhancements will be the most effective in transforming your life. By
celebrating key principles like universal gratitude, a positive outlook, and living in the present
moment, she shows you how to manage life on a day-to-day basis and points you toward your life’s
true purpose.
108 ways to create a mindful and peaceful home
Feng Shui: Teaching About Science and Pseudoscience
Total Feng Shui
Feng Shui Express
A Practical and Spiritual Guide to Attracting Wealth Into Your Life
Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life

This guide contains the ancient, secret method of Feng Shui that produces results with practical, step-by-step
instructions on how to do an assessment without complex calculations.
Money is more than a bank balance; it s a reflection of the overall abundance in your life. Now, a CPA and feng shui
practitioner presents an unusual and valuable application of the ancient Eastern tradition of feng shui. Delving into all
of the life forces that affect financial health, The Feng Shui of Abundance is not just a monetary makeover; it is a wholebeing program whose benefits include: • Locating the wealth area of your office or home • Dislodging clogged energy
in your career • Drawing on the five currents of the River of Gold to address debt, personal spending, and your
own potential for abundance • Creating a financial plan that speaks to your dreams and desires A liberating book for
those who feel financially trapped, and for anyone who wants to achieve his or her potential, The Feng Shui of
Abundance incorporates all three feng shui aspects̶wind, water, and energy̶unleashing the forces that control true
wealth, creating clearer harmony between your money, goals, and dreams. This is the perfect handbook for anyone
seeking genuine peace of mind as well as financial prosperity.
In the ancient Chinese art of feng shui, when you change the placement of objects in your living space, you change a
corresponding area of your life. With Gemstone Feng Shui, you can affect change by using gemstones according to feng
shui principles This book provides an easy-to-understand introduction to feng shui and gemstones, and includes a guide
to the uses of sixty-three specific gemstones. Here's a sample of what gemstones can do for you: ·Amber--attracts luck,
calms energy, and aids in building vitality ·Cat's-eye--protects against poverty ·Coral--promotes love and harmony,
and helps build community ·Diamond--helps build relationships and support longevity ·Garnet--fosters confidence and
success ·Jade--aids in remembering dreams and solving problems ·Jet--engenders honor and justice ·Lapis
lazuli--strengthens personal expression and intuition Put the natural energy of the earth's treasures to work for you.
Is Feng Shui merely an ancient philosophy direct from the Orient, like so many claims; or is it a subtle and potentially
dangerous form of the occult? The practitioners of Feng Shui consult on commercial and residential interior design,
architecture, landscaping, building construction, real estate, home staging, personal concerns, and a huge assortment of
holistic and alternative forms of healing. They also teach, lecture, author books, as well as sell "Feng Shui" merchandise.
But are they qualified, affordable and responsible? Feng Shui practitioners offer a huge smorgasbord of cures for
healing everything from the common cold to cancer; and for maintaining optimal health and well-being. But how do the
scientific and medical professions evaluate these health and healing methods? Similarly the alternative healing
therapies used by those embracing Feng Shui philosophies - are these beneficial, dangerous or a hoax? What are the
decorating methods and beliefs propagated by Feng Shui? How do these compare to the design theories established by
Sherrill Whiton, the father of modern interior design? Should a Christian use Feng Shui methods to decorate their home
or office? For the Christian, what are the considerations and the consequences if these methods are used in their home
or office? How should the Christian respond to Feng Shui, it's practitioners and the many "services" provided by them?
As you turn the pages of this book you will find answers to these questions that may surprise, alarm and disturb you as
Feng Shui is carefully evaluated from a Christian perspective.
Face Reading Essentials
Master Yanyi's Feng Shui Guide on Wealth
Feng Shui Fortunes
Transform Your Space to Enhance Well-Being in Body & Home
Activating Ancient Wisdom for a Rich & Prosperous Life
The Secret to Manifesting Money and Attracting Wealth
It can be overwhelming trying to figure out where to start when it comes to cultivating good feng shui in your home.
What rooms should you begin with? How do you start fresh or what do you do if a room is already decorated? The best
thing about Feng Shui is that it bumps up all the benefits that you desire. It depends upon your birth potential and your
habits, but it will make the most out of your given potential. Whatever your potential is for wealth and prosperity,
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traditional Chinese Feng Shui brings that out for you. Health is enhanced and sickness is prevented. It is a wonderful
art, a wonderful skill, a wonderful gift that God has given to you. How do we know that it works? When you study
traditional Chinese Feng Shui, you see case study after case study where the practitioner has been able to tell every
major event in the person's life.
The sequel to the bestselling Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui continues where the first left off - with more stories and
more lessons on daily Feng Shui fixtures. If you couldn't put down the first book, try parting with the second one.
Written in a light-hearted and candid manner, this book is a must-read addition for any Feng Shui or book-loving
enthusiast's library! What You`ll Learn: •A better and more resolute understanding of what Classical Feng Shui is and
isn't about •How to differentiate between fact and myth when it comes to the usage of symbols, objects and numbers
•How Classical Feng Shui is applied in real-life situations and audits •A useful insight into other branches of Chinese
Metaphysics such as BaZi (Destiny Analysis), Mian Xiang (Face Reading) and Yi Jing (The Science of Probability)
Considered the feng shui bible by classical practitioners and teachers, 'The Complete Idiot's Guide to Feng Shui' has
been updated to include more case stuides and feng shui readings to make the practical application of feng shui even
more accessible; new chapters feature before and after photos of feng shi makeovers and explain Ming Gua; the
Guardian Star that influences a person's character, and much more. One of the few Western books that focuses on
classical feng shui, which is growing in popularity now that the topic has become more mainstream. Joseph Yu is one of
only five world-renowned classical feng shui masters.
Part One: Recognizing the Pioneer Profile Your general personalities and hidden natures are determined. Part Two:
Pioneer Profile Dynamics and Variations Analyzing the different level to your Profiles - ranging from Healthy to Under
Pressure. Part Three: Intimate Pioneer Profile - The Self with Others Answer the question, "How your Profile engages
with intimate other?" Part Four: Social Pioneer Profile - The Self in the World Go deeper into uncovering the Profile's
right to belong in the world. Part Five: Career Path Your work style, from the perspective of Profile. Part Six: Dealing with
the Pioneer Profile Examining the best way to effectively strike a connection with a person of particular Profile. Part
Seven: Paths to Growth for the Pioneer Profile Find out how these extreme qualities are manifested.
Feng Shui and Money
Holistic Spaces
A Christian Perspective
Feng Shui for Success & Happiness
Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui
A Nine-Week Program for Creating Wealth Using Ancient Principles and Techniques
Please note that this book is written in Traditional Chinese.Why is this book a must-read?Simply put, house with good Feng Shui can help its
owner with building up his or her wealth. The good Feng Shui will pave the way for more income while bad Feng Shui will decrease it. This
practical guide can help you quickly familiar with some of the basic dos and don'ts of Feng Shui for building up your wealth. About this
bookThe wealth fortune is closely related to the Feng Shui of the home. A house with good Feng Shui is like a money magnet. It helps its
occupants building wealth with time. A house with bad Feng Shui, however, is like a money black hole. Its occupants would not only have a
hard time accumulating wealth, they also tend to lose their money easily.In this book, fundamental Feng Shui guidelines are explained
through modern-day photos. This book empowers you to understand those guidelines quickly and thus you will have a clear picture (no pun
intended) on how to apply these valuable principles to your everyday life.
Don't like the sound of a windchime? Loathe the idea of lucky Chinese figurines litteing your coffee table? Tired of tripping over all your
crystals? Then it's time for Joey Yap's refreshing new approach to the ancient practice of feng shui. This leading master practitoner reveals
how to use feng shui to bring prosperity, good relationships, and success into your life the simple way--without special feng shui symbols or
figurines. Work with what you've got and make easy changes such as repainting one wall, moving your sofa or placing water in your
prosperity area. Understand the principles of energy (living star feng shui) and the influence of Chinese astrology, so you can map out your
home and get to the heart of its energy hot-spots and danger zones in just a few hours. All you will need is a compass, a pencil, and paper.
*Five easy ways to improve key life areas; health, career, relationships and wealth. *Joey's common sense approach debunks the feng shui
myths and shows how to feng shui the ome step by step. *Full of tips and techniques from one of the world's master practitoners of feng shui.
Part One: Recognizing the Leader Profile Your general personalities and hidden natures are determined. Part Two: Leader Profile Dynamics
and Variations Analyzing the different level to your Profiles - ranging from Healthy to Under Pressure. Part Three: Intimate Leader Profile The Self with Others Answer the question, "How your Profile engages with intimate other?" Part Four: Social Leader Profile - The Self in the
World Go deeper into uncovering the Profile's right to belong in the world. Part Five: Career Path Your work style, from the perspective of
Profile. Part Six: Dealing with the Leader Profile Examining the best way to effectively strike a connection with a person of particular Profile.
Part Seven: Paths to Growth for the Leader Profile Find out how these extreme qualities are manifested.
Harness the ancient power and wisdom of Classical Feng Shui to enhance all of your relationships, from romantic pursuits to day-to-day
interactions with friends, family, and coworkers. Explore real-life stories of men and women’s struggles with love and relationships and how
Feng Shui enabled them to overcome their obstacles. Whether you are a beginner or advanced student, Master Denise Liotta Dennis
provides you with step-by-step instructions on: The two most popular Feng Shui systems: Eight Mansions and Flying Stars How to heal your
house of detrimental formations that will repel romance and cause negative relationships Never-before-seen insights on the Life-Gua Zodiac,
which helps you assess personality matches Other closely held secrets used by Feng Shui masters, including a variety of period charts
Classical Feng Shui for Romance, Sex & Relationships is filled with effective methods for attracting love, prosperity, and even your soul mate.
Use this comprehensive guide to improve not just the energy of your living space today, but also your happiness for many years to come.
Feng Shui For Dummies
Simple Ways To Use Feng Shui In Your Home: Simple Feng Shui Guide For House
Xuan Kong Flying Stars Feng Shui
Your Aquarium Here
Joey Yap's Pure Feng Shui
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Feng Shui, 3rd Edition

Feng Shui Secrets for GLOWING Health, SERIOUS Wealth & GREAT Relationships! is a book of questions and answers on the use
of Feng Shui to deal with a variety of life situations. It is based on Master Aaron Lee Koch's monthly column "Ask Aaron - About
Feng Shui and Life."
An essential and accessible guide to increasing happiness, improving your financial well-being, and bettering your health through the
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timeless Chinese art of feng shui. Promising health, wealth, and happiness, feng shui offers endless appeal—at least in concept.
Unfortunately, feng shui’s seemingly complicated methods are often difficult to learn and apply in a meaningful way. Fortunately,
Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life is written in plain and simple English for the modern Western reader. Revealing the ancient
Chinese secrets that are as useful and necessary today as they have been for centuries, Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life
communicates how to: · MEET “THE ONE” · FIND A DREAM JOB · EARN BETTER GRADES IN SCHOOL · ENJOY A BETTER
SEX LIFE
Benefit from the ancient Chinese art of Feng Shui Take a look around you. What do you see? Whether or not you're aware of it, your
environment profoundly affects your health, wealth, family life, relationship, and yes, even your destiny. Feng Shui (pronounced fung
shway), which means wind water, is the ancient Chinese study of harmony and energy flow between you and your physical
surroundings. Now, Feng Shui For Dummies, 2nd Edition shows you how you can apply Feng Shui principles to your home (inside and
out) and workplace (from window office to cubicle) in order to achieve a better life. Principles are explained in an easy-to-understand
language Practical tips show you how to incorporate the traditions of Feng Shui to your everyday life Before-and-after illustrations and
full-color photos of real-life Feng Shui makeovers in an all-new 8-page color insert Free of technical jargon and brimming with
practical tips and advice, Feng Shui For Dummies shows you how to feel and access the energy of your environment and create
harmony and happiness in your life. Feng Shui For Dummies (9781119643166) was previously published as Feng Shui For Dummies
(9780470769324). While this version features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product.
Period 9, the Age of Fire, will begin on Feb 4, 2024. This is a capital change for all structures worldwide. It will be a time of great
intellectual leaps, accomplishments, technology, and a future filled with bright prosperity! It is an 'age' for women. Flying Stars Feng
Shui for Period 9 reveals all you need to know in order to prepare for this incredible and auspicious time. Flying Stars is a potent
method of Feng Shui that addresses the time transformation of chi. This changing flow of energy is expressed as numbers in a Flying
Star Chart. Worldwide, this capital change happens every 20 years. Therefore, slight adjustments to your home or office need to take
place. This exciting, subtle, and important aspect of Feng Shui is the focus of the book. Flying Stars is the most popular Classical Feng
Shui system used by practitioners today. This is because it has a potent effect on properties where it is used. Feb 4, 2024 marks the
date when Period 8 ends and Period 9 begins. This book will explain the significant implications of a Period change. Everyone can
benefit from the new energy being ushered in. You'll learn to extract the best energy as well as safeguard your luck for the next twenty
years. While Flying Stars takes some time to master, the book has evaluated all Period 7, 8, and 9 Flying Star Charts. Simply grab your
smart phone, take a compass direction and locate the unique Flying Star Chart that applies to your home. Flying Stars Feng Shui for
Period 9 includes detailed information on how to fully extract the powerful energies for all Flying Star Charts. Great visuals will
clearly demonstrate how the recommendations can be implemented to get the most powerful results Setting in motion the
recommended changes will invite the best of everything-fabulous money-luck, great relationships and vibrant health!The Classic
systems and formulas of San He and San Yuan are included to give you a comprehensive experience of how it all powerfully comes
together. Prepare for Period 9 today and then sit back and enjoy your happy life!
Bring Health, Wealth, and Happiness Into Your Life
The Feng Shui of Abundance
Feng Shui for Today
The Ten Profiles - The Leader (Rob Wealth Profile)
Know How to Apply the Ancient Art of Feng Shui to Get What You Want and Attract Luck, Love, and Money
Get on the EXPRESS for "Feng Shui" Know How to Apply the Ancient Art of Feng Shui to Get What You Want and
Attract Luck, Love, and Money Do you want to... - Attract more money into your life or get out of financial debt? - Find
that one perfect soulmate or add more romance to your love life? - Receive an unexpected promotion at work or land
that dream job? - Get into that dream school or program you've been wishing for? - Improve the family atmosphere at
home or relationship with friends? - Obtain more happiness or find fulfillment within your life? Well, now you
can...simply by arranging or adding a few pieces of furniture at home or at the office. Huh, what such nonsense is
this? Sounds far-fetched doesn't it? Don't be hasty to jump to ignorant bliss just yet! You know how people say that
your environment can influence a person? Well, the Chinese believes there is much more to it...and that it affects your
success, happiness, and health as well. There are energies around us that govern events within our lives favorably or
unfavorably; however, you can enhance the positive energy and repeal the negative one, thus turning bad fortune
into good fortune. This is what the Chinese considers to be the work of "Feng Shui," which has been around for
thousands of years. What is Feng Shui? If this is the first time you've heard of this word, Feng Shui is basically a
system of altering the environment harmoniously to one's being for the maximum flow of life energy - what the
Chinese called "chi." However, this is not only a Chinese practice, but other cultures also believe in such art of
geomancy with placing things in their most auspicious ways for the best outcome on one's life. It's no coincidence
that some successful people, businessmen, CEOs, and even politicians secretly turn to Feng Shui in designing their
home and office, especially in real estate, and are consistently successful at what they do. And now you can to! By
taking the "Feng Shui Express," your destination includes: - How to understand all the necessary Feng Shui basics and
terms in order to start applying it immediately. - How to get started for beginner's with the Western-Style Bagua
version of Feng Shui to easily get your feet wet. - How to do advanced Traditional Feng Shui step-by-step with all the
diagrams and charts to calculate extreme accuracy. - How to personally customize your Feng Shui for what you're
trying to attract or problem trying to solve. - How to increase the life force energy of chi using the Five Chinese
Elements for a stronger and faster effect. - Also, personalized hands-on exercises and applications to put everything
into action to learn how to Feng Shui. ...and much more. Feng Shui could potentially be the best well-kept secret that
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you'll been searching for to empower your life, soul, and spirit and to attract what you want.
A Travelogue from a Feng Shui Perspective With the release of this insightful travel account, Joey Yap establishes a
platform to share with reader the one-of-a-kind experience of his annual China Excursion Series. With a generous
insight into the mysterious and captivating world of ancient China, where the practice of Feng Shui was as integral to
daily life as the use of technology is today. A step back into time, from a Feng Shui perspective.
Whether one lives in an apartment or a sprawling mansion, this guide shows how to improve the environment to
achieve happiness and abundance. Illustrations.
Unlock the full wealth potential of your home or office using the potent formulas and wisdom of Classical Feng Shui.
Written by a Feng Shui master, Classical Feng Shui for Wealth & Abundance reveals authentic techniques for success
with money, business, and career. In this book, beginners and advanced students will learn: The two most popular
Feng Shui systems: Eight Mansions and Flying Stars Easy-to-use Get Rich Keys and your personal Life Gua number for
money luck Wealth building formulas such as Five Ghosts Carry Treasure, Dragon Gate, and Water Dragons How to
identify and eliminate killing chi like Eight Roads of Destruction, Robbery Mountain Sha, and Eight Killing Forces
Whether you're buying a house, creating a home, or managing a business, these ancient and powerful techniques are
exactly what you need to capture prosperity and success.
Classical Feng Shui for Romance, Sex & Relationships
Law of Attraction
Arranging Your Life for Health & Wealth
Feng Shui Simply
Feng Shui Secrets for GLOWING Health, SERIOUS Wealth & GREAT Relationships!
Nose
Who Else Wants To Achieve Financial Freedom By Changing The Way You Design Your Office
And House?! Is the fact that you would like to learn about feng shui but just don't know
how and hence making your life difficult... maybe even miserable? First, you are NOT
alone! It may seem like it sometimes, but not knowing how to get better your skills is
far more common than you’d think. Your lack of knowledge in this area may not be your
fault, but that doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t -- or can’t -- do anything to find out
everything you need to know to finally be a success! So today -- in the next FEW MINUTES,
in fact -- we’re going to help you GET ON TRACK, and learn how you can quickly and easily
get your skills under control... for GOOD! With this product, and it’s great information
on fengshui it will walk you, step by step, through the exact process to help people get
all the info they need to attract abundance to their life. In This Book, You Will Learn:
Feng Shui Your Wallet for Financial Freedom Feng Shui Tips To Help You Advance Your
Career and Make More Money What the Color of Your Wallet Says About Your Wealth Use the
Feng Shui Five-Element Color Cycle to Change your Life Meaning Of Symbols
Reach out to the secret of Heaven While many books have been written on the subject of
Xuan Kong Flying Stars Feng Shui, most of them were heavy on theories or were presented
in a deliberately incomplete manner. Well, that was before Joey Yap's Xuan Kong Flying
Star Feng Shui. The first of the Xuan Kong series, this book is presented in an easy-toread format and written in a comprehensive all-encompassing manner that provides reader a
wealth of Flying Stars methodologies and applications, at their disposal.
Accompanied by a definitive reference on feng shui vocabulary and concepts, a thorough,
accessible guide introduces the fundamental principles of feng shui and explains how to
apply them at home, outdoors, and in the workplace. Original.
“Packed with practical money-making tips and seasoned advice . . . a new approach to
change your financial worries into the life of your dreams.” —Robert Allen, national
bestselling author of Multiple Streams of Income Develop wealth and prosperity using the
easy-to-apply feng shui principles contained in this unique guide. Easy to understand and
fun to read, this entertaining volume helps readers to connect to the spiritual and
psychological dimensions of their financial lives using the proven principles of feng
shui. With the history of feng shui and money for starters, the book covers the basic
principles of feng shui thought, innovative suggestions for favorable interior
arrangements at home and in the office, rituals to create prosperity, chi enhancement
exercises, and valuable advice on how to tend to one’s spiritual landscape. A nine-week
action plan inspires readers to translate the suggestions of the book into an individual,
achievable program of financial and spiritual renewal. Written by an experienced
psychotherapist and feng shui consultant, this pragmatic yet sensitive guidebook is a
refreshing and lively blend of Asian spirituality and Western psychological insight.
“Eric has brightly lit each step to the path of abundance. Take a nine-week walk with
him—you won’t regret it!” —Karen Rauch Carter, national bestselling author of Move Your
Stuff, Change Your Life
Gemstone Feng Shui
A brilliant Scot in the turmoil of colonial Hong Kong
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10-minute Feng Shui Room by Room
Creating Harmony in Home & Office
The Art of Date Selection : Personal Date Selection
How to Use Feng Shui to Get Love, Money, Respect and Happiness
Timing is Everything At the core of Date Selection practise resides the idea of 'doing the right thing, at the right time'. With
Personal Date Selection, you can learn how to infuse positive energies present at a specific time into any activity you're
embarking to have greater chances of success. From signing business contracts, to moving into a new house, or to
making a marriage proposal - a good auspicious date is nothing but essential to the make-or-break of these important
endeavours.
Harness the ancient power and wisdom of Classical Feng Shui to enhance all of your relationships, from romantic pursuits
to day-to-day interactions with friends, family, and coworkers. Explore real-life stories of men and women's struggles with
love and relationships and how Feng Shui enabled them to overcome their obstacles. Whether you are a beginner or
advanced student, Master Denise Liotta Dennis provides you with step-by-step instructions on: The two most popular
Feng Shui systems: Eight Mansions and Flying Stars How to heal your house of detrimental formations that will repel
romance and cause negative relationships Never-before-seen insights on the Life-Gua Zodiac, which helps you assess
personality matches Other closely held secrets used by Feng Shui masters, including a variety of period charts Classical
Feng Shui for Romance, Sex & Relationships is filled with effective methods for attracting love, prosperity, and even your
soul mate. Use this comprehensive guide to improve not just the energy of your living space today, but also your
happiness for many years to come.
Classical Feng Shui for Wealth & AbundanceActivating Ancient Wisdom for a Rich & Prosperous LifeLlewellyn Worldwide
Improve your wellness, extend your longevity, and secure a healthy environment with the ancient power and wisdom of
Classical Feng Shui. This comprehensive guide reveals ancient and modern techniques for lasting health and beauty that
both beginners and advanced students can use. Providing step-by-step instruction, Feng Shui Master Denise Liotta
Dennis teaches you: The two most popular Classical Feng Shui systems: Flying Stars and Eight Mansions Feng Shui's
Taoist roots and a variety of health modalities from ancient and modern times Profound secrets of the "Heavenly Doctor"
position and its importance in enhancing health Ways to protect your body and mind from detrimental formations, devices,
and environments With well-researched information, period charts, astoundingly accurate health predictions, and much
more, Classical Feng Shui for Health, Beauty & Longevity will help you be happier and healthier. Praise: "Denise Liotta
Dennis has done a great job of clearly expressing [the application of feng shui to health], going into great detail."—Grand
Master Dr. Stephen Skinner
Walking the Dragons
Classical Feng Shui for Wealth & Abundance
Design Your Living Space for Love, Harmony & Prosperity
More Stories and Lessons on Feng Shui
Feng Shui Tips For Home
The Five Structures - Managers (Wealth Structure)
Where Do I Put The Aquarium? The aquarium has always been regarded as having a close, almost symbolic association with the art of Feng Shui.
Through this handy how-to book, readers can waddle through the subject of Water Feng Shui and understand the role and influence Water played in
classical Feng Shui. Also included is a super-easy, Feng-Shui-It-Yourself section on familiarising yourself with the best way to answer the ultimate
question above.
The third follow-up to Joey Yap’s bestselling Stories and Lessons series explores even more interesting accounts and witty anecdotes to present a
casual and light-hearted approach to Chinese Metaphysics. From Feng Shui to Date Selection, and from cracking the BaZi of a famous author to
analysing the opening dates of Hollywood blockbusters; no particular terrain is off limits to Joey. What You`ll Learn: The issues and concerns
surrounding the practice of the ancient art of Feng Shui in modern times A 'behind-the-scenes' look at a typical Feng Shui audit for the home
Simple ways to get started in the practice of Feng Shui application An explanation of the power and effectiveness of proper Date Selection
Did you know that Feng Shui can help you attract more wealth? The invisible powers of organization and energies are hidden in the most profound
realms of the universe, and they work! But hold on, a skeptic might say, “How do I even know whether it is working or not?” Well, that’s where
this book comes in. In this guide, we will lay out the signs of the law of attraction, and the reasons why, for some people, it doesn’t work as well as it
should. We will also tell you more about business practices and strategies that can directly help you achieve more success and generate more profit.
After all, business is business, and acting on your desires is one of the most contributing factors. And doing it the right way can make or break your
income. Be smart and be sure to start.
Ancient Feng Shui's Ultimate Secrets for Home and Office
The Ten Profiles - The Pioneer (Indirect Wealth Profile)
Classical Feng Shui for Health, Beauty & Longevity
Feng Shui Your Workspace For Dummies
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